Engineering Services

Cost-Effective, Technologically Driven Engineering Services
Operators Unlimited understands the engineering needs of wastewater treatment plant
managers, operators and the processes they manage. We work with our customer partners
to provide cost-effective, technologically driven engineering services. These best practice
solutions maximize ROI while offering compliance for the most complex systems. From
process reviews and lab studies, to controls, specialty projects and project engineering
and design, Operators Unlimited systems and solutions offer maximum efficiency and
minimal environmental impact.

Controls
Operators Unlimited works with our customer partners to identify your control needs and
design a system that increases safety, compliance and overall process efficiency. Based
upon the control objectives and parameters of the facility, OU engineers isolate areas
where controls can be utilized for process improvements or can implement a
comprehensive plant-wide system that integrates all areas into one central command.

Lab Studies
System performance issues present themselves in a variety of ways. Operators Unlimited
lab studies and pilot studies offer clarity into your process. Our process engineers will
conduct a lab study and provide solutions to the issues you are experiencing.
•What do Lab Studies Offer?•
•Reduced operating costs
•Solve under-sizing issues from a process standpoint and not design/build
•Pinpoint and offer solutions to compliance issues
•Maximize plant capacity
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Specialty Projects
Circumstances often arise that require a system evaluation, upgrade or redesign. Examples include plant line additions
that affect the wastewater plant, plant shut down maintenance, routine maintenance or plant closure assistance.
Whatever the need, Operators Unlimited can evaluate, manage and deliver your wastewater specialty project on time and
on budget.

Managed Care Program
A total outsourced option for Plant Managers, resulting in one invoice for the wastewater plant, increased ROI and
compliant process peace of mind. OU handles everything from plant operations, chemicals and solids disposal to
sampling, analysis, reporting and regulatory compliance. All resulting in the freedom to focus on your primary
business.

Service Offerings

Chemical Treatment
and Optimization

Operational Support
and Staffing

Equipment
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